Many problems in medicine are inherently dynamic processes which include the aspect of change over time, such as childhood development, aging, and disease progression. From medical images, numerous geometric structures can be extracted with various representations, such as landmarks, point clouds, curves, and surfaces. Different sources of geometry may characterize different aspects of the anatomy, such as fiber tracts from DTI and subcortical shapes from structural MRI, and therefore require a modeling scheme which can include various shape representations in any combination. In this paper, we present a geodesic regression model in the large deformation (LDDMM) framework applicable to multiobject complexes in a variety of shape representations. Our model decouples the deformation parameters from the specific shape representations, allowing the complexity of the model to reflect the nature of the shape changes, rather than the sampling of the data. As a consequence, the sparse representation of diffeomorphic flow allows for the straightforward embedding of a variety of geometry in different combinations, which all contribute towards the estimation of a single deformation of the ambient space. Additionally, the sparse representation along with the geodesic constraint results in a compact statistical model of shape change by a small number of parameters defined by the user. Experimental validation on multi-object complexes demonstrate robust model estimation across a variety of parameter settings. We further demonstrate the utility of our method to support the analysis of derived shape features, such as volume, and explore shape model extrapolation. Our method is freely available in the software package deformetrica which can be downloaded at www.deformetrica.org .
Introduction
The analysis and monitoring of change over time is fundamental to many problems in medicine, where anatomical change is often driven by a continuous dynamic process, such as in early childhood development, aging, or disease progression. Measuring and understanding change over time is required to assess development. For example, head circumference is measured during pediatric examination and compared to a standardized model to determine if a child is developing along a normative trajectory. In addition to assessment, measuring change over time is essential to monitor treatment, or the effectiveness of drug therapy. Furthermore, the analysis of change can improve our understanding of the time-course of psychiatric disorders or pathologies, which may provide additional information to steer treatment effort s. For * Corresponding author.
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example, neuroscientists discovered a decrease of striatum volume ( Paulsen et al., 2006; in Huntington's disease, a finding which has led to research effort s into gene therapy targeted at the putamen ( Benraiss and Goldman, 2011 ) .
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is now ubiquitous in clinical practice, and represents a powerful tool to monitor and measure change in anatomical tissue in vivo. Medical imaging technology is improving in fidelity, as well as becoming more readily available, which has led to the proliferation of imaging studies. Such studies may be cross-sectional, where imaging data belongs to a representative population distributed in time, but each subject is scanned only once. More recently, the focus has shifted towards subjectspecific and individualized analysis, where data comes from a single subject, or large scale longitudinal studies where serial scans are acquired from the same subjects over time. In any case, such time-indexed imaging databases provide a rich environment for research activity, and are essential for improving our understanding of various disorders and pathologies.
Medical imaging studies, either cross-sectional or longitudinal, rely on medical images which represent measurements sparsely distributed in time. Such images can be thought of as snapshots or frames of the underlying continuous sequence. Further, MR images represent imperfect observations of anatomy, with noise introduced by the scanner, image reconstruction, patient movement, among other possible sources. What is needed are statistical models to capture the trend in the data, which also characterize the underlying continuous anatomical change. Such statistical models can be used to age match subjects, or alternatively, match subjects along disease progression, to temporally align imaging data with clinical scores not taken at the same time as the image acquisition, for interpolation or extrapolation to generate new unobserved shapes, or as a mathematical representation for statistical hypothesis testing. The most ambitious is the construction of normative models of development and aging for comparison and monitoring patient progress.
In many clinical studies, measurements such as volume are extracted and regression models are estimated absent any imaging or geometric information. Typically, linear models are chosen for convenience and simplicity, rather than motivated by the changes in the anatomy. We advocate for modeling at a higher level, where our understanding of anatomical change can be introduced. For example, a shape regression model based on the flow of diffeomorphisms guarantees structures cannot be created, destroyed, holes introduced, or folded over on themselves, which are desirable and required properties for many clinical applications. Furthermore, shape models support traditional analysis of scalar measurements derived from morphometric features, as any value of interest can be extracted continuously from the shape trajectory.
Just as it is important to have an anatomically realistic model of change, it is desirable for a model to include multiple sources of geometric information as a multi-object complex. There is a large variety of geometric information which can be extracted from medical images such as: surfaces, curves, point clouds, and landmarks. As we will see later in the paper, shapes may derive from different modalities, such as subcortical shapes from structural imaging and white matter connections from diffusion tensor imaging. The different sources of geometry may complement each other, giving a more complete description of change over time. Due to the wide variety of shape representations derived from medical imaging data, we desire a model which is independent of a given shape parameterization, instead it must be able to handle numerous shape representations arranged in various combinations.
In the field of medical image analysis, the problem of regression has received considerable attention over the last 10 years, as regression is a necessary tool in many longitudinal statistical analysis pipelines ( Datar et al., 2012; Durrleman et al., 2013b; Fishbaugh et al., 2012; Hart et al., 2010; Singh et al., 2016 ) . There are a variety of methods introduced in the general Riemannian setting, such as geodesic regression ( Fletcher, 2011; 2013 ) . This idea was extended to polynomial regression ( Hinkle et al., 2014 ) , with geodesics being a special case. In addition to linear models, other work includes non-linear regression in the general Riemannian setting ( Banerjee et al., 2015 ) . The application of these methods is typically finite dimensional manifolds, most commonly shapes represented in Kendall shape space ( Kendall, 1984 ) . There has also been attention towards methods focused on a specific manifold, such as the Grassmannian ( Hong et al., 2014; .
Regression on medical images has also been explored, including the extension of kernel regression to images ( Davis et al., 2007 ) and splines for diffeomorphic image regression ( Singh et al., 2015 ) . Geodesic regression has been developed for imaging data in Niethammer et al. (2011) which leverages the initial momenta formulation of the EPDiff equation . In Niethammer et al. (2011) , the momenta are a scalar field of the same dimension of the image, as such, they can be thought of as attached to each voxel. The direction of the initial momenta is orthogonal to the gradient of the deforming baseline image ( Miller et al., 2006 ) . Rather than use scalar initial momenta, the work of Singh et al. (2013) introduces a vector formulation to ease the estimation of the baseline image. The optimization procedure need not jointly compute both baseline image and initial momenta, rather only momenta are estimated, and a new baseline image is computed in turn. This leads to faster convergence in terms of the number of iterations of gradient descent.
Regression on geometric structures extracted from imaging has also been explored. In Vialard and Trouvé (2012) , a nonparametric spline model is proposed as perturbations of a geodesic path. In Datar et al. (2009) , each landmark point in correspondence across the population are assumed to follow a linear trajectory. As with the Riemannian methods, these methods are applicable to shapes represented as landmarks.
Several regression methods have been proposed for multiobject complexes containing a variety of shape representations, such as piecewise-geodesic regression ( Durrleman et al., 2009 ) and regression based on controlled acceleration ( Fishbaugh et al., 2011 ) . However, the methods do not provide a solution for estimating a baseline shape, rather the regression is constrained to start from the observation earliest in time. The dimensionality of the models is directly related to the sampling of the data, as the model parameters in Durrleman et al. (2009) and Fishbaugh et al. (2011) are located on the vertices of the shapes. Furthermore, the models are not based on a shooting formulation from initial conditions, instead requiring model parameters at every shape point and every time-point in the discretization. As a consequence, many thousands of parameters are needed to describe shape evolution.
To summarize, currently available methods are either limited to specific data types, such as landmarks in correspondence or images, or require a huge number of deformation parameters. The high dimensionality can be due to a shared parameterization between deformation and shape, as is the case of momenta attached to image voxels or shape vertices, or to nonparametric models whose parameters are functions of time. What is lacking is a model of shape change which is flexible to the data representation, which is also a compact generative model which describes shape evolution with a small number of parameters.
In this paper, we present a geodesic shape regression model in the large deformation (LDDMM) framework that incorporates multiple sources of geometry in different combinations as multiobject complexes which drive the estimation of a single continuous deformation of the ambient space. The proposed generative model uses a sparse representation of diffeomorphisms, which describe complex nonlinear changes over time with a small number of model parameters defined by the user. By analogy with simple linear regression, we estimate an intercept as the initial baseline shape configuration, as well as a slope, which in our model is the initial momenta vectors as well as their location . We derive the Euler-Lagrange equations and propose a gradient descent algorithm for model estimation as well as systematic experimentation to expand on our previous published conference work ( Fishbaugh et al., 2013b ) .
Shape regression
In its most basic form, regression analysis involves exploring the relationship between a dependent variable and one or more independent variables. The most ubiquitous model is simple linear regression, where we assume a linear relationship between one dependent and one independent variable. Given the parametric form The concept of regression extends naturally to the case of shape observations, which we call shape regression. The problem of shape regression involves finding correlations between shape configuration and a continuous scalar parameter such as age, disease progression, drug delivery, or cognitive scores. Intuitively, we seek the continuous sequence of shapes that best explains the observed shapes, in a least squares sense to be defined later. The concept of shape regression is illustrated in Figure. 1 .
Consider a set of shape observations O t i at times t i . Shape regression can be described by the generic regression criterion
where ψ t continuously transforms baseline shape O t 0 over time to match shape observations O t i with respect to a shape similarity metric D, Reg controls the regularity of the transformation, and γ balances data matching with regularity. As with simple linear regression mentioned above, model fitting involves finding parameters of ψ t which minimizes the criterion (2) .
Shape regression models of this form require two essential components: 1. A model of deformation which gives the form and parameterization of the time varying deformation ψ t . 2. A shape representation and corresponding shape similarity metric D which takes shapes as input and returns a scalar value indicating the similarity (or dissimilarity) of the shapes.
Deformation model
The deformation model gives the form and parameterization of the time-varying deformations, thus providing the mechanism for computing and applying deformations.
Large deformation model
The large deformation model is commonly referred to as the Large Deformation Diffeomorphic Metric Mapping (LDDMM) framework. The idea is to allow for large deformations while guaranteeing a well behaved transformation. Namely, the transformation is a diffeomorphism which is continuously differentiable with differentiable inverse. This is built on the work of Trouvé (1995) and Dupuis and Grenander (1998) , and has been influential in registration and atlas building ( Avants et al., 2008; Joshi et al., 2004; Marsland and Twining, 2004 ) . We briefly cover the mathematical foundations of LDDMM. 
where L induces the structure of V and relates velocity v to mo-
where K is a smooth kernel operator such that
where K maps momentum vector α to v = K α. In practice we deal directly with the kernel K , for example the scalar Gaussian kernel
The main idea of the LDDMM framework is to parameterize diffeomorphisms of by time-varying velocity fields v t :
given the construction of V as a Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS) as shown above. 
Here the variable t need not be interpreted as time, but rather it serves as a variable of integration to generate a path in the space of diffeomorphisms. This is an important distinction here, as later in the article the variable t will usually correspond to physical units of time. Eq. (3) defines a Riemannian metric on the space of diffeomorphisms, which provides a way to compute distance between the identity diffeomorphism and an arbitrary diffeomorphism ϕ as
Eq. (6) can then be used to compute the distance between any two diffeomorphisms
Sparse parameterization of diffeomorphisms
Following the framework of landmark matching in Joshi and Miller (20 0 0) , a low dimensional parameterization of diffeomorphisms was introduced in Durrleman et al. (2011) . This sparse parameterization of diffeomorphisms has been further explored and applied to problems in image and shape analysis 2013a; Fishbaugh et al., 2013a; .
Let c (t) = { c 1 (t ) , . . . , c N c (t ) } be the spatial coordinates of a set of N c control points for each time t . Associated with each control point is a momenta vector, the set of which is denoted α(t) = { α 1 (t) , . . . α N c (t) } . Together, the control points and momenta represent the state of the system S (t) = { c (t ) , α(t ) } . The finite set of control point/momenta pairs define the time-varying velocity field everywhere in space as
ing the RKHS and corresponding metric properties through the choice of σ V . We write (8) in short as ˙
) and refer to this as the flow equation. The time-varying velocity field v t then builds a flow of diffeomorphisms as in the LDDMM framework by integrating the differential equation
given initial value x (0). Additionally, the location of control points evolve in time according to the flow Eq. (8) written as (10) given initial values c i (0). The flow Eq. (8) defines the trajectory of any location in space x , with Eq. (10) being a special case, evaluated only at control point locations. The trajectory x ( t ) is computed by solving (9) , which is fully defined by the control point and momenta pairs S ( t ).
This representation of diffeomorphic flow has two main benefits. First, it provides a sparse representation of dense deformations. A low dimensional parameterization is beneficial for statistical analysis, due to the problem of high dimensionality and low sample size. It is also beneficial to reduce noise in the description of shape variability, as the true variability is likely parameterized by far fewer parameters than the number of image voxels, for instance. The second benefit of the control point framework is it decouples deformation parameters from any specific shape representation. Freeing the control points from the vertices of the shape allows the deformation parameters to be concentrated where the most dynamic changes occur.
Consider the example shown in Fig. 2 , where a circle is deformed to match an ellipse. In the case of dense deformations, the momenta vectors are initialized on the vertices of circle and remain attached to the shape points after model estimation. In contrast, the sparse parameterization initializes a collection of momenta vectors in the ambient space, and their position are estimated in addition to their direction. As a consequence, the sparse parameterization is able to characterize the left/right expansion of the circle with 8 parameters, as opposed to 32 in the dense parameterization.
Shape representation
The geodesic model presented here separates the deformation model from the shape representation. The residuals measured with respect to the shape metric drive the estimation of model parameters, but the method is not limited to a specific shape metric. Indeed, any shape metric can be added to our algorithm, provided a mechanism to compute the shape metric as well as the gradient. You will note our formulation is written generically with respect to some shape metric D with gradient ∇D . While we focus our experimentation on shapes represented as currents ( Vaillant and Glaunès, 2005; Glaunès, 2005 ) , it is trivial to implement for landmarks and straightforward to implement for other metrics such as varifolds ( Charon and Trouvé, 2013 ) . Our software implementation deformetrica ( www.deformetrica.org ) supports landmarks, currents, and varifolds.
Geodesic shape regression

Geodesic flow of diffeomorphisms
The geodesic path connecting φ 0 to φ 1 is the path with constant velocity, which is equivalent to the path which minimizes the total kinetic energy of the velocity field v t
which is defined entirely by the state of the system S ( t ). The α( t ) which minimize (11) satisfy a set of differential equations defining the evolution of momenta over time ( Miller et al., 2006 ) . Combining this with the motion of the control points (10) gives
where ∇ 1 K is the gradient of K with respect to the first parameter, with initial conditions S 0 = { c 0 , α 0 } , which we write in short as
which we will refer to as the shooting equations, or geodesic shooting. The shooting equations in (12) provide the continuous evolution of the control points and momenta, and represent the speed and acceleration of control points, respectively. This shows that the entire flow of diffeomorphisms is parameterized completely by the initial state of the system S 0 . First, the continuous motion of the control points and momenta can be determined by solving equations (12) . One can then determine the velocity at any location and any time using Eq. (8) and therefore compute the full trajectory of a point x through time by integrating ˙ Parameters of the model which must be estimated are shown in red. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Method
The goal is to estimate a continuous shape evolution from a discrete set of observed shapes O t i at time t i within the time interval [ t 0 , T ]. Here we consider shapes to be generic geometric objects that can be represented as curves, landmark points, or surfaces in 2 D or 3 D . Shape evolution is modeled as the geodesic flow of diffeomorphisms acting on a baseline shape X 0 , defined as X (t) = φ t (X 0 ) with t varying continuously within the time interval determined by the observed data. The baseline shape X 0 is continuously deformed over time to match the observation data (X (t i ) ∼ O t i ) with the rigidity of the evolution controlled by a regularity term. This is naturally expressed as a variational problem, described by the regression criterion
where D represents a squared distance metric and L is a measure of the regularity of the time-varying deformation φ t . Recall from Section 2.2 that our method is generic with respect to shape metric D and that we could interpret the norm here as sum of squared difference, currents, or varifolds, among others.
The geodesic flow of diffeomorphisms φ t is parameterized by N c control points and momenta vectors S 0 = { c 0 , α 0 } , which act as initial conditions for the shooting equations (12) . The baseline shape X 0 can then be deformed by the flow Eq. (8) . Therefore we seek to estimate the position of the control points, initial momenta, and position of the points on the baseline shape such that the resulting geodesic flow of the baseline shape best matches the observed data. An overview of our control point formulation of geodesic shape regression is shown in Fig. 3 . With all elements of our framework defined, geodesic shape regression can now be described by the specific regression criterion
where γ 2 is used to balance the importance of the data term and regularity. The regularity term is given by the kinetic energy of the control points
The first part of (16) describes the trajectory of the control points and momenta as in the shooting equations (12) . The second equation of (16) represents flowing the baseline shape along the deformation defined by S ( t ) as in (8) .
As shown in the appendix, the gradients of the criterion (15) are
where the auxiliary variables θ ( t ) and ξ (t) = { ξ c , ξ α } satisfy the ODEs:
( 1 9) where ∂ i denotes the partial derivative with respect to the i th parameter and δ(t − t i ) = 1 when t = t i and is zero otherwise.
Algorithm
We implement an adaptive step size gradient descent algorithm, summarized in Algorithm 1 . The gradient is computed by first integrating equations (12) The ODEs (19) are then integrated backwards in time, with the gradients of the data term acting as jump conditions at observation time-points, which pull the geodesic towards target data. The final values of the auxiliary variables θ (0) and ξ (0) are then used to update the location of the control points, the initial momenta, and the location of the points on the baseline shape. All ODEs are solved using an Euler scheme with prediction correction, which is equivalent to second order Runge-Kutta.
This method has been implemented in the freely available software package deformetrica which can be downloaded at www.
deformetrica.org .
Initialization
There are several parameters which require initialization. The simplest of which is the initial momenta α 0 , which are initialized to 0, corresponding to no deformation. It is possible to initialize momenta by some preprocessing, such as registration between the earliest and latest time-points. However, this is not necessary, as the algorithm computes a reasonable estimate for momenta after the first iteration. The algorithm also requires an initial baseline shape. For surfaces, one choice for initialization is an ellipsoid for each connected component of the observed shapes. The ellipsoid serves as a reasonable blobby approximation of many anatomical shapes. The ellipsoid(s) defines the number of shape points as well as the connectivity, which is preserved during optimization. Fig. 4 shows an example initial baseline shape with connectivity. It is also reasonable to choose one of the observed shapes for the initial baseline shape, the earliest observed shape for example. This will improve the speed of convergence, but may slightly bias the estimation towards that observation.
The location of the control points c 0 must also be initialized. For our implementation, we initialize control points on a regular grid defined by a bounding box around the observed data. Fig. 4 shows initial control points surrounding the initial baseline shape. The spacing is determined by σ V and consequently determines the number of control points and therefore the dimensionality of the model parameters. One can also provide an explicit list of initial control point locations, perhaps motivated by some prior knowledge. It is also possible to initialize control point locations at the vertices of the baseline shape. However, this goes against the spirit of the control point formulation, which decouples the deformation parameters from the shape representation. For that reason, we prefer initialization on a regular grid.
Impact of parameter selection via cross-validation
There are three main parameters which influence model estimation: Fig. 4 . Initialization of control points on a regular grid in red. The baseline shape here is initialized as an ellipse, which defines the number of shape points and connectivity. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
• σ V : the size of the kernel which defines the deformation. It is the distance at which points move in a correlated way. Higher values result in mostly rigid deformation, while lower values allow each point to move independently.
• σ W : the size of the kernel which defines the metric on currents.
This parameter allows you to tune the metric properties of the space of currents to suit your application. Intuitively, this parameter is the scale at which shape differences are considered noise.
• γ : the trade-off between data-matching and regularity.
In this section, we explore the impact of these three parameters on the estimated geodesic model by cross validation.
Data: We have a cross-sectional dataset of 53 healthy children clustered at 6, 12, and 24 months of age. The 53 subjects are distributed as follows: 18 subjects around six months old, 18 subjects around 12 months old, and 17 subjects around 24 months old. For each subject, we have extracted the left caudate and left putamen. The population variability is summarized in Fig. 5 , which shows caudate and putamen volume for all subjects. For our experiments, we consider the caudate and putamen together as a multi-object complex rather than two independent shapes. The caudate and putamen are in close proximity to each other in shared anatomical space, which motivates a joint analysis, as the interplay between the two structures is potentially important.
Experimental setup: We perform 5-fold cross validation by partitioning the 53 subjects into 5 unique groups of size 11, 11, 11, 10, and 10 subjects. A geodesic model is built by leaving out one of the groups, and using all remaining data in model estimation. The data used in model estimation will be referred to as training data, with the data left out referred to as testing data. This is repeated until every group has eventually been left out of model estimation.
For For each fold, we have a geodesic model for every combination of parameters, along with a unique set of testing data left out during model estimation. We therefore explore how well the estimated models match the testing data. As the shape complexes are not in anatomical correspondence across subjects, we use MeshValmet ( Gerig et al., 2001 ) to compute surface to surface distance by dense sampling. For each left out shape complex, we get a distribution of sample error, which we accumulate for all testing data. From the full sample error distribution, we can compute summary statistics such as mean, standard deviation, min and max.
Impact of deformation kernel width σ V
The deformation kernel width controls the dimensionality of the parameterization of the resulting diffeomorphic flow, and therefore the degrees of freedom of the system. Intuitively, lowering σ V will often result in better model fit which comes with a corresponding increase in the number of model parameters. This can also be seen in Fig. 7 , which shows the typical error between the model and a caudate/putamen pair from the testing data. Lowering σ V from 50 mm to 20 mm significantly improves model fit, reducing matching error particularly on the edges of the shapes. Lowering σ V further to 5 mm results in small improvements, but greatly increases model complexity in terms of the number of model parameters. The additional model parameters could be considered noise or redundancy in the model description.
Indeed, smaller values of σ V lead to higher accuracy in matching observed data. However, at a certain point one will see diminishing returns. While model accuracy may increase slightly, the gain is made at the cost of over-parameterization and redundancy in the parameterization. For certain applications, very high accuracy may be desirable regardless of the increase in model dimensionality. For example, measuring subtle changes of anatomy in response to drug treatment.
Impact of shape matching kernel width σ W
The shape matching kernel width defines the space of currents and intuitively controls the scale of shape features which should be matched. Two structures whose local shape features differ by less than σ W are considered equivalent. The geodesic model presented here is independent of the shape metric used. Indeed, any metric can be used within this framework given a way to compute the metric and its gradient. However, we include an analysis of σ W for completeness. However, in this experiment, the decrease in error is quite small. That is likely because the observations are rather smooth anatomical shapes without small, sharp features of interest. In such cases where shapes contain prominent local features, different values of σ W may result in considerably different estimated models.
Unlike σ V , σ W does not have an impact on the dimensionality of the estimated model. Rather, σ W allows the user to incorporate domain knowledge into model building, by denoting the scale of shape differences which should be ignored. In that sense, it is hard to conclude that smaller values of σ W are better in general. In the case where data contains small, spurious features of interest, one must choose σ W carefully to ensure that the features are captured by the model.
Impact of regularity weight γ
In our cross-validation experiments, the value of γ did not have a large impact on the estimated model. The difference between the error for a given σ V and σ W over the range of values for γ was less than 1%. One possible explanation is that the geodesic constraint is already a strong regularizer on model estimation. It is also likely the estimation problem itself requires little regularization as the observations are smooth anatomical shapes.
Impact of missing data
The previous section explored the ability of the geodesic model to match a cross-sectional population with considerable intersubject variability. Here, we focus on the geodesic model applied to estimating subject-specific growth trajectories from longitudinal data. In such cases, only a few observations sparsely distributed in time are available. Further, the time between observations is on the order of months or even years. There can potentially be dramatic changes and differences in observations over the span of years, particularly in the case of developing children or the study of disease. Therefore, it is important we understand how the geodesic model 'fills in the gaps' between observations, to better inform when the geodesic model is a suitable choice.
To assess the impact of missing MRI data on the geodesic model, we leverage a unique longitudinal dataset of a child scanned 16 times from around 4 to 8 years old. For each timepoint, we segment three subcortical pairs (left/right): hippocampus, caudate, and putamen. The left of Fig. 9 shows the subcortical shapes at the earliest time-point of 4.2 years. Segmentation is done independently for each time-point, by nonlinear alignment to a template ( Gouttard et al., 2007 ) . The right of Fig. 9 shows the volume of the structures over time, showing the distribution of observations as well as highlighting the variability in the extracted shapes, with noise introduced during image acquisition and segmentation. The noisy observations represent a significant modeling challenge, where the goal is not to match observations as closely as possible, but rather the model should capture the overall trend.
With such a dense sampling across time, we use the 16 observations as a proxy for ground truth. We can therefore leave a subset of observations out during model estimation, and evaluate how well the model matches the excluded data. We estimate models using 2 observations, 3, and so forth, up to all 16 observations, always choosing the kept observations as evenly spaced in time as possible. Models are estimated jointly on the shape-complex consisting of 6 subcortical shapes with parameters σ V = 10 mm, σ W = 3 mm, and γ = 1 . 0 . Each model is therefore parameterized by 294 momenta vectors. For comparison, we also estimate a corresponding set of piecewise-geodesic models, as the piecewise- geodesic model is also based on flows of diffeomorphisms, and therefore has the same parameters σ V = 10 mm and σ W = 3 mm.
It also has a regularity parameter which we set to 0.0 0 01. The regularity parameter cannot be directly compared between methods, but we choose each value so the data-matching portion is 5 orders of magnitude larger than the regularity term in order to prioritize accurate matching in each model. Fig. 10 summarizes the results of the leave-several-out experiments on the hippocampus, caudate, and putamen. We see the coefficient of determination R 2 as a function of the number of observations used in model estimation. R 2 is a measure of how well a model fits observed data, with a value of 1 indicating a perfect fit between model and data. The coefficient of determination can be computed as
where y i are the observations, f i are the modeled values, and ȳ is the mean of the observations. Intuitively, R 2 is the sum of squared residuals normalized by the variance of the data. The trajectory in red is decomposed into coordinates in C and D. The models were estimated using all 16 observations, which highlights overfitting in piecewise-geodesic regression. Geodesic regression produces trajectories which more reasonably model smooth anatomical change. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
The R 2 values in Fig. 10 are computed with respect to the currents metric. The currents metric is the reason the values are so close to 1, as shape features smaller than 3 mm considered equivalent. The key takeaway here is the trend in R 2 as more and more observations are used in model estimation. For piecewisegeodesic models, R 2 steadily increases as more observations are utilized. The geodesic model gets increasing more accurate up to about 6 observations, at which point the addition of further observations does not greatly influence model estimation. In this case, the piecewise-geodesic model is overfitting the noisy observations while the geodesic model captures the overall trend.
The piecewise-geodesic shape sequence undergoes instantaneous change of direction, effectively matching the variability in the observations. The estimated geodesic model results in a smooth shape sequence which captures the overall trend without being greatly influenced by outliers. This can also be seen clearly by tracing out the path of shape points over time, as shown in Fig. 11 . The trajectories estimated by piecewise-geodesic regression are highly irregular, and do not represent a believable or realistic model of smooth anatomical change. In contrast, trajectories from geodesic regression represent smooth and reasonable anatomical growth, while achieving very high data-matching ( R 2 ≈ 0.99) with respect to the currents metric.
Modeling of extracted shape features
Many analysis pipelines extract a measurement, such as volume, from imaging data and perform subsequent analysis on the measurement, now isolated from the original anatomical context. One main benefit of modeling shape evolution is the variety of measurements which can be simply extracted from the resulting shape evolution. Here we explore the application of the geodesic model to extracted measurements, namely volume, as it is a common clinical measurement and biomarker in many applications.
Here, we perform the same leave-several-out experiments on the 16 time-point data set as in the previous section, by estimating piecewise-geodesic and geodesic models. From the resulting models, we extract continuous volume curves and compare to the volume of the observations. Fig. 12 shows R 2 as a function of the number of observations used in model estimation. We observe the general behavior of the two models as in the previous section, with the piecewise geodesic model showing increasing R 2 as the number of observations increases, while the geodesic model shows relatively little change in R 2 over the full range of experiments. In this experiment, we can also more clearly see the shape matching accuracy which the currents metric used in the previous section did not illustrate. When all observations are used, volume extracted from the piecewise geodesic model very closely matches the ob- Fig. 12 . Coefficient of determination R 2 as a function of the number of observations used in model estimation. R 2 here is measured with respect to volume extracted from the estimated shape regression models. Fig. 13 . Putamen volume extracted continuously after piecewise-geodesic and geodesic shape regression using all 16 observations. Also shown is a curve from exponential regression on the raw observed volumes. Volume from piecewise-geodesic regression closely follows the observations, but does not generalize the trend in the observations. Geodesic regression produces a smooth volume trajectory which is similar to that from exponential regression. servations, with an R 2 over 0.9 for all structures. Conversely, the geodesic model results in an R 2 between 0.7 and 0.8 for the three structures.
However, as before, the data-matching accuracy increases from piecewise-geodesic regression comes with overfitting, as additional observations greatly alter model estimation. This suggests that the piecewise-geodesic model more closely resembles interpolation than regression, preferring to match observations closely rather than capture the overall trend. The tendency to overfit at the cost of model generalizability is shown in Fig. 13 , which shows observed putamen volume as well as volume curves extracted from piecewise-geodesic and geodesic regression models. Volume extracted from piecewise-geodesic regression does not follow a realistic time course, while the geodesic model produces a smooth and anatomically reasonable volume curve. Furthermore, the putamen volume curve extracted after geodesic regression is similar to an exponential regression on the volume measurements themselves. However, the shape model was built using the left/right caudate, putamen, and hippocampus. Modeling the shapes jointly allows for possible interactions between structures which was not considered in a regression analysis of putamen volume alone. Furthermore, from a single model of shape change we can extract other shape features, such as surface area, thickness, curvature, among numerous others. This experiment illustrates that spatiotemporal shape modeling fits naturally into traditional analysis pipelines for scalar measurements.
Extrapolation
The geodesic model is a generative parametric model which allows for extrapolation beyond the observation period. In contrast, the piecewise-geodesic model has no mechanism for extrapolation. Here we explore the extrapolation properties of the geodesic model on the 16 time-point data set much in the same form as the previous section. We build models using an increasing number of observations, always selecting the observations earliest in time. For each model, we then extrapolate the remaining time interval. For example, the model estimated with 2 observations uses the first 2 observations at 4.2 and 4.4 years, and then extrapolated until 8.4 years. From each extrapolated shape model spanning the whole time interval, we then extract volume as we did previously, and compare with the raw volume observations. Fig. 14 shows how the extracted putamen volume sequences match the observed raw volumes for geodesic models estimated using 3, 7, and 11 observations. For this dataset, the first 3 observation poorly capture the overall trend, and therefore the extrapolated sequence is a very poor model. However, the models estimated using 7 and 11 observations capture the overall trend, and the extrapolated sequence is a reasonable match for the remaining observations. Note that the volume trends, though they appear linear in Fig. 14 , are in fact nonparametric sequences measured from extrapolated shape models. There are no constraints about linearity of any derived shape feature built into model estimation. Fig. 15 summarizes how well the extracted volumes match the observations, by showing R 2 as a function of the number of observations. For up to 6 observations used in model estimation, the value of R 2 is actually negative, though it is shown clamped to 0 for display purposes. This means that the volume extracted from the extrapolated shape models is a worse fit than a horizontal line representing the average volume. When the number of observations is greater than 6, the value of R 2 is approximately 0.7, showing that the extrapolation is a reasonable fit in this case. It appears Fig. 14 . Putamen volume estimated from geodesic regression on a subset of observations and extrapolated to the end of the time interval. The shape model itself is extrapolated, and volume is extracted continuously from the resulting shape sequence. The appearance of linearity here is coincidental and data-driven; the volume trends are densely sampled nonparametric sequences.
Fig. 15. R
2 for volume extracted from putamen shape models, built from subset of observations earliest in time and then extrapolated to the full time interval. Note that the model is estimated on shape observations, and extrapolation is also performed to extend the shape sequence to the end of the observation period. Volume is then measured continuously from the shape models. Negative values are clamped to 0, denoting the extracted volume is a worse fit than the simple average of the observed volumes.
that extrapolation captures the trend, given enough observations to overcome the noisy nature of the observed shapes.
This experiment demonstrates that extrapolating shape models estimated using a limited number of observations must be done with care. Given a limited data-set consisting of noisy observations, extrapolation can diverge considerably from the real trend. However, the problem lies more in the temporal inconsistency of the observations than it does with the geodesic regression model. No generic model is able to accurately extrapolate into the future when the first several observations deviate significantly from the overall trend. Indeed, the noisy nature of the observations suggests a need for 4D segmentation schemes ( Wang et al., 2012 ) .
Multimodal shape regression analysis
The control point formulation of diffeomorphic flow separates the deformation parameterization from any specific shape representation. As a consequence, we can embed several shapes with different representations (i.e. points, curves, meshes, etc.) into the same ambient space without impacting the dimensionality or parameterization of the geodesic model. By including multiple sources of geometric information in the analysis, we get a more complete picture than is possible from any single source. Here, we explore multimodal modeling by combining shape information extracted from diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) and structural MRI (sMRI).
Data We have longitudinal observations of the same subject at 6, 12, and 24 months which include both DTI and sMRI (T1W and T2W). The sMRI is rigidly co-registered and the left/right caudate and putamen are segmented ( Shi et al., 2011 ) . DTI observations are non-linearly aligned to a 12-month old DTI atlas using dti-reg ( https://github.com/NIRALUser/DTI-Reg ). In the atlas space, we extract fiber geometry by tractography using 3DSlicer ( Fedorov et al., 2012 ) with a seed region covering the entire corpus callosum. Tractography is done in the atlas space to overcome the relatively poor quality of infant DTI and to provide topologically consistent fiber structure across time, which cannot be guaranteed by independent fiber tracking performed on each observation. Fiber geometries are propagated to the individual DTI spaces by the inverse transformations which align observations to the atlas space ( Goodlett et al., 2009 ) . The goal here is not to capture differences at the scale of individual fiber bundles, such as longitudinal changes of fiber dispersion, bifurcations or crossings. Rather, we wish to model the general size and shape changes of fiber bundles over time, inspired by the tract-based analysis framework of Goodlett et al. (2009) . Finally, mean diffusivity images are rigidly aligned with structural T2W images, as they have a similar appearance. This allows to align fiber geometry and subcortical structures for each time-point, as well as to provide alignment across time. The aligned fiber tracts and subcortical shapes are shown in Fig. 16 . 
Regression of fibers and shapes
We estimate a comprehensive geodesic model using the 4 subcortical shapes as well as the fiber curves with parameters σ V = 8 mm, σ W = 6 mm for the fibers, σ W = 3 mm for the subcortical shapes, and γ = 0 . 1 . Fig. 17 shows 3 views of the shapes estimated from geodesic regression at 24 months, along with grids which show the amount of deformation from 6 to 24 months. The model captures a large amount of torsion, as the top half and bottom half of the fibers move in opposite directions. Also captured is a pose change in the subcortical structures as well as non-linear growth of each structure.
The contribution of the fibers in addition to shapes in model estimation is clear. The fibers cover a large region surrounding the subcortical shapes, giving additional geometric information that expands far beyond the boundaries of the shapes. However, the reverse is not as obvious; is not immediately clear what is gained by including subcortical shapes in addition to fiber geometry. For comparison, we estimate a geodesic model using only fiber geometry with the same parameter settings as before. Fig. 18 shows an axial slice through the subcortical structures for the model estimated on fibers alone (top) and the model built with fibers and subcortical shapes (bottom). The grid shows the total amount of deformation over the time interval from 6 to 24 months. The inclusion of subcortical shapes in model estimation results in considerably more deformation to the ambient space which is shared by the fibers and subcortical structures. This example serves as an illustration that multimodal models estimated from a variety of geometric sources result in a more comprehensive model which captures changes not possible by any isolated shape taken out of anatomical context. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we detailed a sparse representation of diffeomorphisms, where momenta are located at discrete control points. From the discrete momenta, dense deformations of the whole space can be computed. Then, through geodesic shooting, a geodesic flow of diffeomorphisms can be constructed and used to deform various shapes embedded in the ambient space. This machinery became the foundation around which we developed a dedicated algorithm for geodesic shape regression. Indeed, the control point framework provided the flexibility of parameterization to include a variety of shapes in any combination. In addition to the estimation of a baseline shape configuration and initial momenta, we also estimate the locations of the momenta. This provides a compact statistical representation of dense deformations, particularly in the case of multi-object complexes which may contain thousands of shape points. Our method has been implemented in the software package deformetrica available to download at www.deformetrica.org .
We saw on real medical data robust model estimation across a variety of parameter settings. Rather than producing vastly different results, the parameters of the model allow a user to fine tune the estimated models to suit their needs and to inject their domain knowledge. The deformation kernel width σ V balances the complexity of the model with the degrees of freedom, with lower values requiring more parameters to capture local non-linear changes and higher values tending towards rigid deformation with fewer parameters. The kernel width defining the currents metric σ W controls the local size of shape features that are important for a given application. One can make σ W lower for more detailed matching without impacting model complexity. The choice of regularity trade-off parameter γ is more nuanced, as there are no physical units to help aid selection, as there are for σ V and σ W . However, our experiments showed that γ can be chosen to favor accurate data-matching without causing strange deformations to appear, as the geodesic constraint is already a strong regularizer.
We demonstrated how geodesic shape regression can support traditional scalar regression analysis by exploring shape features extracted from shape trajectories. Shape regression models are estimated using multiple shapes which share a common ambient space, from which any shape feature of interest can be extracted. Volume extracted from geodesic models captured the overall trend in raw volumes using only a few observations, and closely resembled exponential regression on the volume measurements themselves. Additionally, one powerful aspect of the parametric geodesic model is the ability to extrapolate beyond the observation time window. We showed how extrapolation may well approximate future changes, though it has to be used carefully when only a few time-points are available. It remains future work to better understand the extrapolation properties of geodesic regression.
We showed an experiment on a single subject which uses fiber geometry from diffusion tensor imaging as well as multiple subcortical shapes derived from structural MRI. The results show that the two modalities provide complementary information. Models estimated using fibers and subcortical shapes jointly capture dynamic changes which are not possible in models on fibers or subcortical shapes alone.
Continuous models of shape change provide many important utilities. The continuous shape trajectory can be sampled at any time-point, allowing us to align shape observations with clinical measurements and scores not acquired at the same time, a procedure which is vital in studies where clinical observations occur more frequently than image acquisitions. Along these same lines, we can age match subjects not observed at the same time, or align a subject to a 4D normative trajectory in order to determine if a subject is developing abnormally. Future work will focus on large scale longitudinal studies, where the goal is to detect subtle differences between populations. where first part of (A.2) describes the trajectory of the control points and momenta as in the shooting equations (12) . The second equation of (A.2) represents flowing the baseline shape along the deformation defined by S ( t ) as in (8) . L represents regularity given by Eq. (17) . We also introduce D ( t i ), F ( t ), G ( t ) as notation for
D (X (t i ) , O t i ) , F ( S ( t )), and G ( X ( t ), S ( t )).
Consider a perturbation δS 0 to the initial state of the system ( c 0 , α 0 ), which leads to a perturbation of the motion of the control points δS ( t ), a perturbation of the template shape trajectory δX ( t ) 
